
By replacing the traditional thumb
loop with an ergonomic independent
thumb stall, the loopless thumb
channel allows for a more snug fit
and better control.The contoured design of the index

finger channel combines the
flexibility and comfort of an open
back glove, with the feel/control
of a closed back glove.

The enlarged pinkie stall allows the player the
option of sliding two fingers into the pinkie
channel, increasing the leverage when closing
the glove.

Five times stronger than steel on an
equal weight basis, Kevlar® combines
ultra high strength with lightweight,
and comfort with protection.

Patent-pending Hyperlite Construction combines
the soft feel of wool with advanced foam board
technology, reducing the overall weight of the
glove by as much as 15%. The EPP foam helps
maintain the rigidity of the thumb and fingers,
while dispersing the impact of the ball .

PATENT-PENDING TECHNOLOGY:

BALL GLOVES
LIGHTER.TOUGHER. STRONGER. BETTER.
Easton ball gloves are now used by more than 100 professionals, and the number keeps growing thanks to
innovative technologies like our patent-pending Ideal Fit™ system which combines the flexibility of an open
back glove with the feel and control of a closed back glove. It’s a difference you can feel.

This patent-pending technology combines the soft feel of wool with
advanced foam board technology. Hyperlite Construction reduces
the overall weight of the glove by as much as 15%, helps maintain the
rigidity of the thumb and fingers, and disperses the impact of
the ball.

A moisture management fabric used to line the fingerstalls.
Bio-Dri™ wicks away moisture keeping your glove dry and light.

Used on the backs of Easton’s K-Pro and Stealth™ ball gloves,
KEVLAR® combines high strength with lightweight, and comfort
with protection. KEVLAR® is five times stronger than steel on an
equal weight basis, yet, at the same time is lightweight, flexible
and comfortable.

Incredibly soft, USA tanned deerskin is used to line the fingerstalls
of the K-Pro and I-Pro ball gloves.

A patent-pending fit system. The index finger channel combines the
flexibility and comfort of an open back glove, with the feel/control of
a closed back glove. The loopless thumb channel and the enlarged
pinkie stall make the lining more comfortable and give the glove
more closing power.

A lacing system that gives the web twice as much strength in the
key area of the web. 2x2™ lacing prevents blow outs and the need
for relacing

An extremely durable steer hide lining with a Butter Smooth feeling.

Small pinholes reduce the weight of the leather without
sacrificing strength.

An adjustable quick binding strap system that gives each
glove a custom fit.

USA steer hide is the strongest leather in the world.
Available in Pro Tan, Pro Black, Tumbled Black, Tumbled Tan,
Tumbled Ivory, Tumbled Kodiak, and Tumbled Mocha.

Kids need a glove that is easy to squeeze. Easton’s patented
Z-Flex gloves have two elastic strips on each side of the
heel. This innovative feature combined with ultra-soft
leather, gives youngsters the softest, most flexible glove
available. Easton’s Z-Flex glove makes the game much more
enjoyable for the beginning player.

The Easton Grab All web is 40% bigger than regular webs
offered in most youth gloves.

The Vibration Reduction System palm pad disperses the
impact of the ball for added protection.

A 4-pack of Easton Advisory Staff baseball cards made by
Upper Deck™, including Star MLB players like Eric Gagne,
Luis Gonzalez, Jeff Kent, Bobby Abreu.
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